
 

DIMAVERY ST-203 E-Guitar, skull 2
E-guitar satin black with skull motive 2

Art. No.: 26211013
GTIN: 4026397313826

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397313826

Weight: 4,50 kg

Length: 1.03 m

Width: 0.44 m

Heigth: 0.08 m

Description:

Access with style!
Every beginning is difficult as is generally known. This wisdom also includes the acquisition of
how to play the guitar. But if you go for a DIMAVERY ST-203, the first step to become a string
acrobat is edged down considerably. Why? A legitimate question. Here comes the answer: On
the one hand the good workmanship enables a comfortable handling. This fact must not be
underestimated when a greenhorn gets into an instrument like the guitar. On the other hand the
transparent and sharp or edgy sound immediately gives pleasure even if not all notes are
played correctly. And in addition there is this classic form of the legendary stratocaster
construction. In interaction with the restrained skull design it is a real eye-catcher, which doesn't
only perfectly fit the new generation of punk rockers.

Features:

- Color: satin black
- ST style
- Construction: bolt-on neck
- Body: Basswood
- Neck: Maple, 648 mm
- Fingerboard: Rosewood, 22 frets
- Pick-up: 3 x single coils
- Bridge: "S"style Tremolo chrome
- PU-selector: 5-way switch
- Controls: 1 x volume, 2 x tone
- Hardware: chrome
- Incl. Guitar bag and strap
- Incl. 1 cable, 1 set of strings and 1 set of picks
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Technical specifications:
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